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Analysis of reliability and
accuracy of lunar core detection
based on Apollo moonquake
observation

Biao Yang and Yanbin Wang*

Department of Geophysics, School of Earth and Space Sciences, Peking University, Beijing, China

Introduction: In the 1960s, the Apollo missions deployed seismometers on
the near side of the Moon, and the obtained moonquake data enabled the
seismic study of internal structure of the Moon. The lunar seismic waveforms are
dominated by strong coda waves caused by scattering in the near surface, which
masks the reflected and converted waves from the discontinuities inside the
Moon. The Double Array Stacking method is an important technique to enhance
the reflected and converted waves. However, its performance would be affected
by many factors including signal to noise ratio, arrival time errors, differences in
amplitude and polarity of waveforms caused by different station azimuth, and
source mechanisms, thus needs to be further analyzed.

Method: In this study, we use the pseudo-spectral and finite-difference hybrid
method on staggered grid to simulate wave propagation of deep moonquakes,
considering near surface scattering, to analyze the influence of the above factors
on the stacking results of reflected and converted phases from outer core of the
Moon.

Results and discussion: Our results indicate that coda and noises would greatly
reduce the stacking energy but have no significant impact on the peak position of
the stacked waveforms. The arrival time errors have a significant influence on the
vertical component of ScP phase and the radial component of the ScS phase, but
have little influence on the transverse component of ScS phase. The difference
in amplitude also leads to differences in stacking energy, but the stacking image
shows good consistency in the shape. When the polarities of seismic phases
are relatively consistent, the peak of the stacking energy comes from reflected
phases from the coremantle boundary of theMoon. This researchmay be helpful
to improve the detection accuracy of the internal structure of the Moon and
provide a solid reference for the deployment of future seismic stations, which is
of great significance for understanding the formation and evolution process of
the Moon.
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1 Introduction

The Apollo missions, launched in the 1960s and 1970s, successfully deployed
the first array of seismometers on extraterrestrial body. Many researches have been
conducted to detect the interior structure of the Moon based on Apollo moonquake
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waveforms. However, the late phases are almost completely buried
among long-last strong coda waves caused by endless scattering
in the shallow subsurface of the Moon (Frohlich and Nakamura,
2009). The Moon has experienced strong volcanic activity and
impact modification without hydraulic cementation, resulting in
the accumulation of broken basalt layers and impact splashes on
the shallow surface of the Moon (Blanchette Guertin et al., 2012;
Zhang et al., 2022), leading to strong lunar seismic wave scattering
and long duration of lunar seismic coda waves far beyond that
of earthquakes, even reaching several hours (Garcia et al., 2019).
The strong coda submerges the reflected and converted waves from
the discontinuities inside the Moon, causing great difficulties in
picking up the arrival times of lunar seismic phases. The large
error in the arrival times results in insufficient constraints on the
interior structures, including significant uncertainty of the lunar
crust and core detection (Lognonné et al., 2003; Garcia et al., 2019).
Bymodeling the propagation of lunar seismicwaves inside theMoon
model with lateral heterogeneous upper crust, several researches had
reproduced the main characteristics of coda waves and estimated
the velocity perturbation in the lunar regolith (Jiang et al., 2015a;
Onodera et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2022).

It is important to detect the core of the Moon (Garcia et al.,
2019) thus a series of methods had been developed, such as
arrival time inversion (Nakamura et al., 1974), electromagnetic
sounding inversion (Hood et al., 1999), laser ranging inversion
(Williams et al., 2001; Williams et al., 2014), joint inversion of Love
number, average mass and moment of inertia (Khan et al., 2004;
Khan and Mosegaard, 2005; Khan et al., 2006; Krorod and Kuskov,
2011; Khan et al., 2014; Matsumoto et al., 2015) and molecular
dynamics simulation of Fe-S alloy composition inside the lunar core
(Kuskov and Belashchenko, 2016; Morard et al., 2018). By seismic
inversion based on arrival times of P and S waves, Garcia et al.
(2019) proposed that the average density of the outer core is between
4–5 g/cm3, indicating a core composed of iron and a large number of
light elements (with a radius of approximately 350 km). Meanwhile,
the poor fitting of arrival times of S waves indicates that there is a
very low S-wave velocity at the bottom of the mantle, which may
indicate a partially melted layer in the lower mantle.

The Double Array Stacking method (Weber et al., 2011) has
unique advantages in searching for reflected and converted seismic
phases from lunar core. Before stacking, waveforms of deep
moonquake clusters are filtered by polarization filter to enhance
the signal of effective seismic phases. Then the waveforms after
polarization filtering are enveloped to prevent potential reverse-
polarity arrivals from negating each other in the stack. Weber et al.
(2011) estimated a radius of inner core as 240 ± 10 km and a radius
of outer core radius as 330 ± 20 km using Double Array Stacking of
PcP, ScS, ScP, and PcS phases.The radius of outer core of theMoon in
the VPREMOON model (Garcia et al., 2011) is also constrained by
the reflected and converted waves from the core-mantle boundary.
Before stacking, they analyzed the effect of enhancing amplitude by
polarization filtering used in Weber et al. (2011) and amplitudes of
different seismic phases. They believe that the amplitudes of PcP,
ScP, and PcS phases are much weaker than those of ScSH phase.
Under the interference of noises and coda, polarization filtering
does not enhance the amplitude of those phases. Finally, Garcia et al.
(2011) only use ScSH phase for Double Array Stacking and obtained
a radius of outer core as 380 ± 40 km. Yuan (2018) developed

Velocity Scanning Stacking based on previous studies (Lin et al.,
2011; Weber et al., 2011), which can scan and analyze the velocities
of P and S waves at different depths while stacking seismic phases,
constraining the depth of the discontinuity and velocity structure
of the Moon at the same time. The depths of the discontinuity
are determined by multiplying the stacking results of four seismic
phases under the optimal velocity structure, giving an inner core
radius of 230 ± 20 km and an outer core radius of 310 ± 10 km.
Besides, they believed that there is partial melting at a depth of
1300 km.

In the above research (Garcia et al., 2011; Weber et al.,
2011; Yuan. 2018), there are differences in the data selection,
data processing and seismic phase selection. In data selection,
Weber et al. (2011) and Yuan (2018) choose the stacking waveforms
of deep moonquake clusters while Garcia et al. (2011) choose the
original waveforms of moonquakes. In data processing, Weber et al.
(2011) and Yuan (2018) use polarization filtering to enhance the
amplitude of seismic phases and envelope to prevent potential
influence of opposite-polarity arrivals while Garcia et al. (2011)
question the effectiveness of polarization filtering, only performing
broadband filtering. In seismic phase selection, Weber et al. (2011)
and Yuan (2018) choose ScS, ScP, PcS, and PcP phases for stacking
while Garcia et al. (2011) believe that the stacking results of weak
seismic phases are unreliable, so only choose ScSH phase for
stacking.

The radius of outer core of the Moon obtained by Weber et al.
(2011) and Garcia (2011) differs greatly, but it isn’t yet clear which
one is more reliable. Therefore, in-depth analysis and comparative
research are needed to confirm the effectiveness of polarization
filtering and envelope and analyze the performance of different
seismic phases, to improve the reliability of the detection results.
Besides data processing and seismic phase selection, several other
factors may affect the stacking results in Apollo data and need to
be considered. Significant errors in picking first arrivals, masked
by noises and coda, result in significant uncertainty in source
location. Although the Apollo observation station formed a huge
triangular network, the limited instrument sensitivity, dispersive
moonquakes and unconfirmed focal mechanism, make it difficult
to study the interior structure of the Moon (Zhang et al., 2021).
Therefore, evaluating the reliability and accuracy of Double Array
Stacking through numerical simulation tests is of great significance
for reducing the uncertainty of current models and conducting
future moonquake data analysis.

In this study, we use the pseudo-spectral and finite-difference
hybrid method based on staggered grid (Wang et al., 2011;
Jiang et al., 2015b) and Moon model (Wang et al., 2013; Jiang et al.,
2015a) with velocity perturbation in upper crust (Jiang et al., 2015a)
to simulate the waveforms of deep moonquakes with scattering.
We first analyze the influence of polarization filtering and envelope
on the stacking results of waveforms with strong noises and coda
by stacking the simulated waveforms after polarization filtering
and envelope processing. Then, we analyze the influence of coda
and noises, arrival time errors, and differences in amplitude and
polarity of waveforms caused by different station azimuth and
sourcemechanisms on the results of stacking. Finally, we explore the
reliability of results of stacking using reflected and converted phases
to detect lunar core under these factors and discuss how to reduce
the influence and improve the reliability and accuracy of stacking.
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FIGURE 1
Synthetic waveforms of moonquakes with source time of 5 s (A, C, E) are the V, R, and T components of the moonquake waveforms without scattering.
(B, D, F) are the V, R, and T components of the scattered moonquake waveforms. The yellow lines represent direct P and S waves, the orange lines
represent PcP and PcS waves, the red lines represent ScP and ScS waves, and the blue lines represent sScP and sScS waves, respectively.

2 Numerical modeling and processing
of lunar seismic waveforms

2.1 Numerical modeling of scattered waves
of moonquakes

We use the pseudo-spectral and finite-difference hybrid method
(Wang et al., 2011; Jiang et al., 2015b) to model seismic wave
propagation of deep moonquakes with strong scattering effects in
the upper crust. The model is a two-dimensional great circle cross-
section of the Moon passing through the source and station defined
in a two-dimensional cylindrical coordinate system, extending from
the surface to a depth of 1650 km radially, and from 0° to 180°

laterally. The source of moonquake is located close to the edge of
the model (r = 867 km, θ = 5°), and the core-mantle boundary is
included in the model allowing the reflection and conversion of
seismic waves from the core mantle boundary can be calculated
and recorded by the station. We add velocity perturbation in the
upper crust of the Moon (Jiang et al., 2015a) to calculate the strong
scattering of lunar seismic waves.

The peak frequency of the Apollo moonquake data is 0.45 Hz
and the design frequency band of seismometer for the Chang’e-
7 mission is 120 s to 100 Hz (Zhang et al., 2021). Under this
circumstance, it is of great significance to explore the variation
of amplitudes of reflected and converted seismic phases from
lunar core-mantle boundary at various frequencies for the selection
of frequency bands in future research of lunar core detection.
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FIGURE 2
Scattering waveforms after polorization filtering (A, C, E) and its envelopes (B, D, F). The colored lines show travel time curves of seismic phases as
indicated in Figure 1.

Therefore, we adopted 2 kinds of Herrmann pseudo δ function
(Herrmann, 1979) as the source time functionwith thewidth of 3.0 s
and 5.0 s, respectively.

The model is discretized into 1650 grid points in the r direction,
4096 and 2048 grid points in the θ direction for source time function
of 3.0 s and 5.0 s, respectively. The maximum grid spacing on the
surface in θ direction is 1.33 km and 2.66 km for the two discretized
models, and the grid spacing in r direction is fixed to 1.0 km.
We adopt the velocity structure model used by Jiang et al. (2015a)
with a minimum velocity of 1.8 km/s for S-waves in the crust,
corresponding to the minimum wavelengths of 5.4 km and 9.0 km
for source time function of 3.0 s and 5.0 s, respectively. The time
interval is determined as 0.015 s from the stability condition defined
by the minimum grid interval and the maximum P-wave velocity in
the whole model. We calculate for 80,000 time steps, corresponding

to a propagation time of 1200 s of seismic wave in Moon model.
The moment tensor components of the source are Mrr = 0, M θθ =
0, M rθ = M θr = 1 for the focal mechanism of deep moonquake,
corresponding to a horizontal sliding fault (Wang et al., 2013).

Since our modeling are performed in a 2-D cross-section of the
Moon, the geometric spreading and source radiation of synthetic
waveforms slightly differ from waveforms of deep moonquake
observation. Our synthetic waveforms are corrected to compensate
for the differences between 2-D and 3-D geometric spreading and 2-
D line and 3-Dpoint source radiation (Helmerger andVidalee, 1988;
Wang et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2013):

u3D(t) =
1
√R

1
π

1
√t

* d
dt

u2D(t) (1)
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FIGURE 3
R component of scattering waveforms adding radom noises (A, D), and waveforms after polorized filtering (B, E) and their envelopes (C, F). (A–C) are
results for ScS, and (D–F) are those for ScP. The red lines represent in-phase axes after alignment.

where 1
√R

is for the difference in geometrical spreading between 2-D
and 3-D wave propagation and 1

π
1
√t

* d
dt

is for the difference in pulse
shape between the “line” and the “point” source solution, u2D(t) is the
waveform obtained by our 2-Dmodeling and u3D(t) is the converted
waveform after correction.

Intrinsic attenuation of Moon medium causes waveform
decaying during propagation. The anelastic attenuation is quantified
by the attenuation coefficient (Graves et al., 1996), which can be
expressed as:

A(r,θ) = e
−πf0Δt
Q(r,θ) (2)

where f0 and Q (r,θ) are reference frequency and quality
factor, respectively. At each time step, we calculate values of
stress and velocity and attenuation coefficient on each node
and multiply them to consider the attenuation. Because of its
high efficiency and less demand of computer memory, this
numeric method has been widely applied for seismic wave
propagation of earthquakes and moonquakes (Wang et al., 2011;
Wang et al., 2013; Jiang et al., 2015a; Jiang et al., 2015b). We apply
free surface boundary conditions at the lunar surface and absorbing
boundary conditions are used for other boundaries to reduce
artificial reflections caused by artificial boundaries (Cerjan et al.,
1985).

2.2 Polarization filtering

The seismic wavefield is generated by the interference and
superposition of different types of vibrations with different
polarization characteristics. Considering strong scattering of lunar
seismic wave, it is necessary to use the nonlinear filtering technique
to suppress coda and noises to obtainwaveformswith clearer seismic
phases. White (1964) proposed a time-averaged product of vertical
and radial components as a filter and referred to it as the Motion
Product Detector (MPD):

Mj =∑
n
i=−n

Zj+iRj+i (3)

where j is the time step, n determines the length of the average
window, and the output (OZ, OR) after filtering is the product of
M and Z, M, and R, respectively:

OZj = ZjMj,ORj = RjMj (4)

White (1964) theoretically analyzed the effects of MPD and
found it can effectively enhance the amplitudes of body waves
and suppress surface waves, scattered waves and noises.Shimsoni
and Smith (1964) applied MPD to actual data and verified its
effectiveness on seismic phase enhancement. For the first time,
Jarosch (1977) used MPD in processing seismic data of the Apollo
artificial impacts, picked up the arrival time of body wave and
finally obtained the shallow structure of the subsurface of theMoon.
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FIGURE 4
Array stacking results of PcP (J–L), PcS (G–I), ScP (D–F) and ScS (A–C) phases. The black arrows represent the outer core radius (330 km) in the model,
and the light blue strips represent an error range of 10 km. The four colored curves represent the stacking results of different time windows.

Weber et al. (2011) used MPD to filter moonquake waveforms,
which were used then for Double Array Stacking to obtain the
radius of lunar core. For horizontally polarized shear waves (SH),
the energy is expected to only appear on the transverse component
(T). To process waveforms on T component, Weber et al. (2011)
proposed the following formula:

OTj = Tj∑
n
i=−n

Tj+iTj+i (5)

where j is the time step, n determines the length of the average
window, and the output (OT) after filtering is the product of T.

2.3 Double Array Stacking

Since the 1960s, seismic array technology has brought new
impetus to seismology. In addition to improving signal-to-noise
ratio, seismic array technology can study the fine structure of
the Earth’s interior (Kárason and van der Hilst, 2001; Rost and
Thomas, 2002), including regional fault and mantle (Arlit et al.,
1999; Castle and Creager, 1999; Krüger et al., 2001; Ritter et al.,
2001), and the heterogeneity of the outer and inner core (Vidale
and Earle, 2000;Rost and Revenaugh, 2001; Thomas et al., 2002).
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FIGURE 5
Array stacking results of sPcP (J–L), sPcS (G–I), sScP (D–F) and sScS (A–C) phases. The black arrows represent the outer core radius in the model
(330 km), and the light blue strips represent an error range of 10 km. The four colored curves represent the stacking results of different time windows.

Migration is a method originally used in geophysics exploration. In

global seismology, migration is used to image mantle heterogeneity

in many regions (Lynnes and Lay, 1989; Revenaugh, 1995; Boston

and Rondenay, 2002). In previous studies, migration is used for

teleseismic arrays to study the discontinuity in the Earth’s interior

(Neal andPavlis, 1999;Neal andPavlis, 2001).The specific procedure

is to shift the waveforms to the same zero point according to the

theoretical arrival times of reflected seismic phases and stack these

waveforms. The depth of discontinuity in the velocity model, which

corresponds to the strongest amplitude of the stacked waveforms, is
considered as the depth of the discontinuity in the Earth’s interior.

Weber et al. (2011) extended this method to Double Array
Stacking method and applied it to the processing of observation
data from different moonquakes and stations. If the estimated
radius in the velocity model deviates from the given core radius
of the Moon, the shifted waveforms would be chaotic and the
stacked amplitudes would be tiny. Otherwise, waveforms after
stacking would maintain the original waveforms with a relatively
large amplitude. Various time windows corresponding to different
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FIGURE 6
Comparison of four stacking results of ScP (A), ScS (B), sScP (C) and sScS (D) phases after normalization. Purple, red, blue, and gray lines represent the
stacking results of waveforms without scattering, with scattering and noises, after polarization filtering and their envelopes, respectively. The black
arrows represent the outer core radius in the model (330 km), and the light blue strips represent an error range of 10 km.

reflected and converted phases are selected for stacking, and then
the energy of the waveforms within the window are calculated by:

E = 1
N
∑N

i=1
Amp(i)2dt (6)

where E and N represent the average energy of the waveform
within the window and the window length, respectively. Amp(i)
represents the amplitude at point i and dt is the time step. Before
stacking, waveforms will be normalized. In our study, waveforms
in different windows are normalized separately to ensure consistent
contribution of each moonquake waveform to the stacking results.

3 Synthetic lunar seismic waveforms

3.1 Synthetic waveforms without and with
scattering

We use two Herrmann function with width of 3.0 s and 5.0 s as
the source time function and a lateral heterogeneous Moon model
to simulate the propagation of seismic wave from deep moonquake.
Figures 1A, C, E show waveforms on vertical (V), radial (R), and
transverse (T) components calculated with model without velocity
perturbation in the upper crust. In the case of high value of Q in
the Moon, ScP and sScP phases on V component and ScS and sScS
phases on R and T components are very obvious. Figures 1B, D, F
show scattered waveforms on V, R, and T components. Compared
withFigures 1A, C, E amplitudes of the seismic phases reflected and

converted from core mantle boundary are weaker and strong coda
appear.

However, the in-phase axes of ScP and sScP phases on V
component, as well as ScS and sScS phases on R and T components,
can still be seen, indicating that the scattering waves affect more
on picking PcP and PcS seismic phases, less on picking ScS, ScP,
sScS, and sScP seismic phases. Therefore, it can be predicted that
for Double Array Stacking of Apollo moonquake waveforms, these
seismic phases (ScS, ScP, sScS, and sScP) are more reliable than that
of PcP and PcS.

The amplitude of seismic phases of the synthetic
waveforms at high frequency (source time function of 3 s,
Supplementary Figure S1) is relatively weaker than that at low
frequency (source time of 5 s, Figure 1). ScP, ScS, sScP, and sScS
seismic phases are submerged in coda at high frequency. The most
sensitive detection frequency of the Apollo seismometer in peak
mode is 0.45 Hz. After processing (Garcia et al., 2011), frequency
band of Apollo waveforms is broadened to 0.3–0.9 Hz, higher than
that in our modeling. No doubt that seismic phases in Apollo data
are masked by the coda and noises. Garcia et al. (2011) found that
polarization filtering will enhance noises rather than seismic phases
in Apollo data and the energy peak of stacking results of PcP, ScP,
and PcS phases comes from scattered waves and noises rather than
seismic phases.

Therefore, they argued that the method of combining results
of four seismic phases (Weber et al., 2011; Yuan, 2018) to estimate
the radius of lunar core is unreliable. Therefore, it is important to
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FIGURE 7
Stacking results of ScP phases on V components (A, D, G, J) and ScS phases on R (B, E, H, K) and T (C, F, I, L) components with random arrival time
errors with standard deviation of 1, 2, 3, and 4 s, respectively. The black arrows represent the outer core radius in the model (330 km), and the light blue
strips represent an error range of 10 km. The four colored curves represent the stacking results of different time windows.

analyze the reliability of stacking results of weak seismic phases. In
our modeling, amplitudes of PcP and PcS phases are weaker than
that of ScP and ScS. Seismic phases with different amplitudes are
used to analyze the reliability of stacking.

3.2 Polarization filtering of synthetic
waveforms

In order to eliminate the influence of reverse polarity of seismic
phases, Weber et al. (2011) conducted Hilbert transform on the

polarized waveforms and took the absolute value to obtain the
envelopes. In order to verify the direct impact of the two operations
on synthetic waveforms, we perform the same polarization filtering
(timewindowof 2.4 s) on the simulated scatteredwaveforms (source
time of 5 s) and take the envelopes.

Figures 2A, C, E show the scattered waveforms after
polarization filtering on V, R, and T components. Compared to
the original waveforms (Figures 1B, D, F), the seismic phases
of the polarized waveforms are more prominent, especially on
T component. After polarization filtering, the in-phase axes of
the three seismic phases (S, ScS, and sScS) are very obvious.
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FIGURE 8
The stacking results of ScS phases on R and T components with arrival time errors of standard deviation of 4 s (A, B) before cross-correlation alignment
(C, D) after cross-correlation alignment. The black arrows represent the outer core radius in the model (330 km), and the light blue strips represent an
error range of 10 km. The four colored curves represent the stacking results of different time windows.

Figures 2B, D, F are envelopes of polarized waveforms, which show
more obvious in-phase axis of the seismic phase.

As shown in Figure 2, the in-phase axes of four seismic phases
(ScS, ScP, sScS, and sScP) are the most obvious and other phases
are masked by coda. There are stronger coda and noises in Apollo
moonquake observation. Therefore, Garcia et al. (2011) believe
polarization filtering will enhance the amplitude of noises rather
than that of seismic phases used in the processing of Apollo seismic
data. To analyze the effect of polarization filtering on scattered
waveforms with strong noises, we added Gaussian noises (SNR =
10) to synthetic moonquake waveforms. Then we align ScS and
ScP phases by their arrival times and select waveforms within 20 s
time window before and after arrivals of seismic phases (i.e., with a
window of 40 s).

Figure 3 shows scattered waveforms with noises, waveforms
after polarization filtering and their envelopes on R component.
ScS seismic phases with strong amplitudes (Figure 3A), whose in-
phase axis are still obvious, are less affected by noises, while ScP
seismic phases with weak amplitudes (Figure 3D) are submerged
in noises. However, polarization filtering enhances the amplitudes
of ScP phases and restore an obvious in-phase axis (Figure 3E). In
conclusion, polarization filtering can suppress scattered waves and
noises and enhance amplitudes of seismic phases, which is suitable
to process the scattered and noisy data before stacking.

4 Array stacking of synthetic
waveforms

4.1 Performances of stacking by different
seismic phases

Weber et al. (2011) synthesized the stacking results of four
seismic phases (PcP, PcS, ScP, and ScS) to estimate the radius of
the lunar core. According to the analysis of simulated moonquake
waveforms, the in-phase axes of PcP and PcS phases are not as clear
as that of ScP and ScS phases. However, the in-phase axes of sScP and
sScS phases can be seen in the waveforms, whichmeans inconsistent
reliability of seismic phases on Double Array Stacking and requires
further analysis.

We picked up waveforms of 8 seismic phases reflected and
converted from lunar core by their arrival times (i.e., PcP, PcS, ScP,
ScS, sPcP, sPcS, sScP, and sScS). Besides, the width of time window
also affects the stacking results. Stacking results of short windows
are less affected by scattered waveforms, but may not contain the
complete waveform of seismic phases, while stacking results of long
windows will be affected by the scattered waveforms and other
seismic phases. Therefore, we choose four time window lengths (5 s,
10 s, 15 s, and 20 s) for each seismic phase stacking to find the
appropriate window length. Figures 4, 5 show the stacking results
of waveforms without scattering of PcP, PcS, ScP, and ScS phases and
sPcP, sPcS, sScP, and sScS phases, respectively.

The peaks of the stacking results of PcP and sPcP phases on V
component (Figures 4J, 5J) are relatively stable and doesn’t change
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FIGURE 9
Coordinate transformation from the spherical coordinate system (R, Θ,
and Φ) to the cylindrical coordinate system (r, θ, and z) (Wang et al.,
2014). The blue shaded plane is the two-dimensional lunar model we
used, which is a greta circle plane passing through the source and
station. α is the azimuth of the source-station path at the epicenter.

with the time window while peaks on T component (Figure 4I)
change significantly, indicating that energy on V component comes
from the seismic phases and energy on T component mainly comes
from scattered waves and noises. However, energies of PcP and sPcP
phases onV component appearmultiple peaks (Figures 4J, 5J), with
one peak at 330 km, indicating that PcP and sPcP phases are mixed
with other seismic phases. Multiple energy peaks make PcP and
sPcP phases not suitable for estimating the core radius. The energy
peak of PcS and sPcS phases on R and T components changes with
window length, indicating strong interference from scattered waves,
and noises. Although peak of PcS on V component (Figure 4G)
is stable but deviated from 330 km. Travel times of sPcS and sScP
phases are very close, so the peak (Figure 5G) at 330 km in stacking
results of sPcS on V component is from sScP phases.

The energy peak of ScP and sScP phases on V component
(Figures 4D, 5D) is clear at 330 km but becomes broad as the length
of window increases. Although energy peak of ScP on R component
is also at around 330 km but the energy peak on V component is
more stable than that on R component (Figure 4E), because the
amplitude of ScP on V component is stronger. The ScS and sScS
phases are the best and most suitable for estimating the radius of
lunar core. The energy peaks of ScS and sScS on three components
are at 330 km with narrow width. Compared to stacking energy of
ScS phase, stacking energy of sScS phase appears several secondary
peaks, corresponding to other seismic phases before and after the
main seismic phase.

In summary, the stacking energy of P-wave seismic phases on
V component (PcP, sPcP, ScP, and sScP) and of the S-wave seismic
phases (PcS, sPcS, ScS, and sScS) on T component appear peaks
at core radius. The stronger the amplitudes of seismic phases, the
weaker the interference from scattered waves, noises and other

TABLE 1 Themoment tensors of simulatedmoonquakes.

Mθθ Mrθ Mrr

1 1 0 −1

2 1 0 0

3 0 1 0

4 0 0 1

seismic phases, and the narrower the energy peak is. Due to the
strong interference from scattered waves and other seismic phases,
four seismic phases (PcP, sPcP, PcS, and sPcS) aren’t suitable for
Double Array Stacking. Meanwhile, the other four seismic phases
(ScS, sScS, ScP, and sScP) are suitable for estimating the lunar core
radius.

4.2 Influence of coda and noises,
polarization filtering and envelope on
stacking

To analyze the influence of scattered waves and noises,
polarization filtering and envelope on stacking results, we compare
the results of ScP and sScP phases on V component and ScS and
sScS phases on R component. Figure 6 shows the comparison of
stacking results after normalization. The purple, red, blue, and gray
solid lines represent the stacking results of waveforms without
scattering, waveforms with scattered waves and noises, waveforms
after polarization filtering, and their envelopes, respectively. It can be
seen that coda and noises directly reduce the energy but the position
of peaks is consistent with the stacking results of waveforms without
scattering. In addition, polarization filtering effectively suppresses
secondary peaks in stacking results of ScP, sScP, and sScS phases,
which is most obvious in stacking of sScP and sScS phases. However,
compared with other factors, envelope broadens and shifts the peaks
in the stacking results and even produces false peaks. It will be more
obvious after normalization separately (Supplementary Figure S2).
Broadened peaks can be attributed to lower main frequency of
waveforms reduced by envelope while false peaks can be attributed
to the loss of phase information, indicating that envelopes aren’t
suitable for estimation of the core radius.

4.3 Influence of random arrival time errors
on stacking

The arrivals of seismic phases in synthetic waveforms are in
good agreement with the theoretical travel time curves. While in
observations, there are arrival time errors due to source parameter
error, structure difference between Moon model and actual Moon
and errors in seismic phase picking caused by coda and noises.
Because we align the waveforms by theoretical travel time curves
before stacking, arrival time errors will definitely have a significant
impact on the stacking results, so it is necessary to analyze the
performance of stacking results of different seismic phases with
different degrees of arrival time errors. We generate 4 groups of
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FIGURE 10
Comparison of stacking results of wavefroms of four moonquakes with different focal mechanisms [ScP (A), ScS (A), sScP (C) and sScS (D) phases].
Purple, red, blue, and gray lines represent the stakcing results of the four focal mechanisms in Table 1 without normalization, respectively. The black
arrows represent the outer core radius in the model (330 km), and the light blue strips represent an error range of 10 km.

normal random numbers with a standard deviation of 1, 2, 3, and 4 s
and add them into theoretical travel time curves. We use the travel
time curves with errors to cut waveform windows of two seismic
phases (ScP and ScS) and analyze their stacking results.

Figure 7 shows the stacking results of ScP phases on V
component, ScS phases on R and T components. It can be seen
that arrival time errors obviously affect the stacking results of ScP
phases. As shown in Figure 7D, the peak deviate from 330 km,
the core radius in the model when standard deviation of arrival
time error is 2 s while the peaks in stacking results of ScS phase
on R and T components are still consistent with core radius in the
model (Figures 7E, F). When the arrival time error is larger (σ =
3 s, 4 s), ScP phase stacking can’t obtain ideal results. Multiple peaks
appear and deviate from core radius (330 km) in the model. At the
same time, stacking results of ScS phase on R component become
unreliable, showing peak deviation and multiple peaks. It is worth
noting that the stacking results of the ScSH phase on T component
are minimally affected by arrival time errors and can obtain the core
radius of the Moon even when the arrival time error is large, which
can be attributed to the lack of interference from the P waves on T
component.

From our simulation tests, it can be seen that ScS phase on T
component is the best for Double Array Stacking, superior to ScS
phase on R component and ScP phase on V component. For existing
Apollo moonquake data, the inspiration is that we can improve
the reliability and accuracy of results of Double Array Stacking
by optimizing P and S wave picking, accuracy of source location,
and eliminating data with significant arrival time errors. For

moonquake observation data with better signal-to-noise ratio and
wider frequency band in the future, we can use cross-correlation to
reduce the impact of arrival time errors. We conducted a simple test
on the effect of cross-correlation using synthetic waveforms. Before
stacking, we align the waveforms based on time shifts calculated
from cross-correlation. The stacking results of ScS phases on R
component (Figures 8A–C) and T component (Figures 8B–D) are
improved obviously, showing the effectiveness of cross-correlation.

4.4 Influence of focal mechanisms and
azimuth on stacking

4.4.1 Variation of amplitude of seismic phases
The focal mechanisms of moonquakes used for Double Array

Stacking are unknown, the distribution of sources and stations is
relatively scattered, and the stations aren’t high-density arrays.These
factors can lead to inconsistent polarity and amplitude of seismic
phases in different observed moonquake waveforms. In order to
analyze the influence of inconsistent amplitude and polarity on
Double Array Stacking, we need synthetic waveforms with multiple
focal mechanisms. In this study, we use a great circle cross-section
(Figure 9), passing through stations and seismic sources, as the two-
dimensional model. The projection of moment tensor of a point
source of moonquakes from spherical (R, Θ, and Φ) to a line source
in cylindrical (r, θ, and z) coordinates (Wang et al., 2014) can be
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FIGURE 11
The stacking results of the waveforms of different α [50% (A), 33% (B), 32% (C), 31% (D), 29% (E), 23% (F)]. The black arrows represent the outer core
radius in the model (330 km), and the light blue strips represent an error range of 10 km. The four colored curves represent the stacking results of
different time windows.

given as:

{{{{{{{{{{{{{
{{{{{{{{{{{{{
{

Mrr =MRR

Mrθ =Mθr = −MRΘ cosα+MRΦ sinα

Mθθ =MΘΘcos2α− 2MΘΦ sin αcosα+MΦΦsin2α

Mzθ =Mθz = (MΘΘ −MΦΦ)sinα cosα+MΘΦ cos2α

Mrz =Mzr = −MΘR sinα−MΦR cosα

Mzz =MΘΘsin2α+ 2MΘΦ sinαcosα+MΦΦcos2α

(7)

where Mrr, Mθθ, Mrθ, Mzθ, Mrz, Mzz are moment tensors for a line
source in the cylindrical coordinate systems while MRR, MΘΘ, MRΘ,
MRΦ, MΦΦ, MΘΦ are moment tensors for a point source in the
spherical coordinate system, respectively. Transformation of source

mechanism is related with azimuth α, which means that different
sourcemechanisms and azimuths in the spherical coordinate system
exhibit different source mechanisms in the cylindrical coordinate
system.

We simulate several moonquakes of different focal mechanisms
in cylindrical coordinate systems (Table 1), and discuss
performance of their stacking results. There are significant
differences in the waveforms of moonquakes of different focal
mechanisms. In some moonquakes, reflected and converted phases
are obvious, while in other moonquakes, ScP and ScS phases are
weak and masked by coda. Even after polarization filtering, those
seismic phases can’t be clearly seen.
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In order to analyze the influence from the difference of
seismic phase amplitudes, we stack four phases (ScP, ScS, sScP,
and sScS) of these four moonquakes, separately. Figure 10 shows
the comparison of stacking images after separate normalization.
It can be seen that the variation of amplitudes directly affects
the energy of stacking results, but positions of the peaks are
still consistent. After normalization separately, the stacking energy
images of waveforms of different focal mechanism almost overlap
(Supplementary Figure S3), indicating that there is little influence
of amplitude variation of seismic phases on lunar core estimation.

4.4.2 Waveform polarities
The difference in focal mechanisms and azimuths not only

affects the amplitude of waveforms, but also affects the polarity of
seismic phases. Stacking waveformswith reverse polarity will reduce
the amplitude of seismic phases reflected and converted from core,
leaving energy of noises and scattered waves behind. Weber et al.
(2011) used envelope to prevent potential influence of waveforms
with reverse polarity. However, our stacking tests show envelopes
aren’t suitable for stacking. Due to the strong coda and noises, it
is difficult to analyze the polarity of the seismic phases from core.
Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the stacking results of waveforms
with different proportion of reverse polarity to show the effects of
polarity variation on stacking.

We linearly stack the waveforms of two different source
mechanisms (Mθθ = 1, Mrr = 1) to obtain enough waveforms
of different focal mechanisms, and control the proportion of
waveforms with opposite polarity:

{{{{{
{{{{{
{

wθθ =
1

1− α
·Rand(N) − 1

wrr = −sign(wθθ)·(1−wθθ
2)

1
2

Wi = w
i
θθW

i
θθ +w

i
rrW

i
rr

(8)

where wθθ,wrr are the coefficients of two types of waveforms, α
represents the proportion of waveforms with reverse polarity and N
is the number of waveforms. Rand(N) generates N randomnumbers
between (0, 1).

As shown in Figure 11, stacking results of ScS phases vary
when the portion factor (α) changes. When the proportion of
waveforms with reverse polarity reaches 50%, the energy of the
stacking waveforms is weak with peaks come from noises and
scattered waves. When α is around 31%–33%, the stacking energy
is several times stronger than the energy when α is 50%. The peak
corresponds to the radius of the lunar core, while the local peaks
come from scattered waves and noises. When α is less than 30%, the
stacking energy is very strong, and the peak is located near 330 km,
the given radius of the core. If the stacking results of Apollo data
present strong energy and obvious peak, it indicates that they can be
used to obtain the radius of the lunar core. Conversely, it indicates
that proportion of waveforms with reverse polarity is high so the
stacking results are unreliable.

5 Discussion and conclusion

Wemodeled the propagation of P-SV and SHwaves in theMoon
and calculated moonquake waveforms with major frequencies of
0.2 and 0.3 Hz. By comparison, it was found that the relative
amplitude of the reflected phases from core mantle boundary in low
frequency are stronger and therefore are more suitable for studying
the radius of lunar core. After polarization filtering, the reflection
phases are more prominent, especially for ScS and sScS phases on T
component. Envelopes with lower frequency also enhance the events
but reduce the sensitivity of the estimated core size.

Through stacking tests of multiple phases, it is found that
without other interference factors, the stacking results on V
component of P-wave phases (PcP, sPcP, ScP, and sScP) and T
component of S-wave phases (PcS, sPcS, ScS, and sScS) can obtain
core radius in the model correctly. The amplitudes of ScS, sScS, ScP,
and sScP phases are stronger so their stacking results are less affected
by coda and noises and obtain more accurate core radius.

By comparing the stacking results of waveforms without
scattering, waveforms with scattering and noises, and waveforms
after polarization filtering and their envelopes, it is found that coda
and noises affect the stacking energy but don’t change the energy
peak position, therefore don’t affect obtaining radius of the core.
After polarization filtering, secondary peaks are suppressed which
is beneficial for estimating radius of the lunar core. However, false
peaks appear in the stacking results of envelopes, which can be
attributed to loss of the information of seismic phase.

After considering arrival time errors, there is a significant
difference in the reliability of stacking results of different seismic
phases, with ScSH phases being themost reliable, indicating that the
analysis of moonquake waveforms should be based on the results of
ScSHphases. In the future, the analysis and collection ofmoonquake
data should consider how to reduce arrival time errors such as
deploying instruments underground to reduce the impact of strong
scattering in the regolith.

By comparing the stacking results of waveforms from different
focal mechanisms, we analyze the influence of differences in
amplitude and polarity of waveforms caused by different station
azimuths and focal mechanisms. The difference of amplitude of
seismic phases only affects the energy of the stacking results but
doesn’t affect their morphology obviously, so the estimation of the
core radius isn’t much affected. When the proportion of seismic
phases with reverse polarity involved in stacking is less than 30%,
the peak can directly reflect the core radius of the Moon.

In this study, we clarify the influences of scattered waves,
noises, arrival time errors, variation of amplitude, and polarity of
waveforms on the identification of lunar core through numerical
modeling of moonquake waveforms with scattering. This study
confirms the feasibility of the Double Array Stacking method, and
the enhancement on seismic phases and their stacking results of
polarization filtering, and finds that the envelopes (Weber et al.,
2011; Yuan, 2018) aren’t suitable for studying the radius of the lunar
core. Results of this study may provide an important reference for
subsequent datamining ofmoonquakes, and help to study the depth
of interior discontinuities of the Moon and other planets in the
future.
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